Abstracf-Some current trends in automated network design optfilzation which, it is believed, will play a significant role in the computer-aided design of lumped-distributed and microwave networks are reviewed and discussed. In particular, the adjoint network approach due to Director and Rohrer for evaluating the gradient vector of suitable objective functions related to network responses that are to be opttilzed is presented in a tutorial manner. The advantage of this method is the ease with which the required partial derivatives with respect to variable parameters, such as electrical quantities or geometrical dimensions, can be obtained using at most two network analyses. Least pth and minimax approximation in the frequency domain are considered. Networks consisting of linear time-invariant elements are treated, including the conventional lumped elements, transmission lines, RC limes, coaxial lines, rectangular waveguides, and coupled lines. TO illustrate the application of the adjoint network method, an example is given concerning the optimization in the least #th sense using the Fletcher-Powell method of a transmissionline tilter with frequency variable terminations previously considered by Carlin and Gupta.
IV. DERIVATION OF SENSITIVITIES
where Z is the characteristic impedance.
CTsing the same formula in Table  I By comparing (51), (54), and (55) The response of the seven-section filter whose configuration is shown in Fig. 14 
